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Preface: how to analyse UK policymaking 
One the one hand, it seems like there is never a good time to write a book on contemporary 

British politics. Too many things happen too many times, including – at the time of writing – 

the resignation of Boris Johnson as Prime Minister and appointment of Liz Truss as his 

successor.  

On the other hand, if we can equip readers with key insights and analytical skills to examine 

these developments, it is always a good time to read about modern developments.  

The first insight regards a sense of perspective in British policymaking: a focus on UK 

governments and ministers is not useful unless placed within a far wider context. Ministers 

matter, but they form part of a complex policymaking environment over which they have 

limited knowledge. By choice and necessity, they delegate the processing of most policy to 

other actors, including civil servants, other governments, and public bodies. What happens next 

is beyond their control. Indeed, you may ask yourself: can you think of many policy outcomes 

that ministers wanted to happen? For example, is this what they meant by getting Brexit done? 

Did they really do all they could to minimise the fallout from COVID-19? Are they solving the 

climate crisis? Did they retreat victoriously from Afghanistan and Iraq? Is the economy 

working in the way they planned? And so on.   

The second insight extends beyond British politics to inform a more general understanding of 

policymaking: a focus on the ‘centre’ of policymaking is not useful unless placed in a wider 

context. A traditional starting point is to see policy problems through the lens of policy 

analysis: identify the problem for your client, generate solutions, compare their political 

feasibility, predict their effects, and make a recommendation. Yet, this step- or stage-based 

approach to policymaking identifies what policy actors require of policymaking, not what 

happens. Therefore, our main focus is on how policymaking actually works, and how we can 

use those general insights to examine policymaking in the UK. A key part of this analysis takes 

place through a critical lens: analysing who has the power to define and address policy 

problems, which social groups they favour and which they marginalise, and who wins and loses 

from policy outcomes. Analysis of the overall picture of British politics ignores the major 

inequalities that endure in the UK.  

In that context, things are always changing but most things stay the same. New ministers 

emerge, but face the same constraints to their powers. New issues emerge, but the same 

inequalities endure. These insights help us to engage with the following phrase that often seems 

to sum up British politics.  

No one is in control or knows what they are doing.  
We are writing this book during a period in which it is common to bemoan a lack of competence 

and trustworthiness of British policymakers. They don’t know what they are doing, and few 

trust them to get the results they promise. Crucially, this argument is common to simplistic 

popular accounts of British politics and more thoughtful and coherent stories in policy studies, 

but each approach provides very different conclusions.  



In popular accounts, a large number of media and social media claims are based on the idea 

that senior elected politicians are not up to the job. They are part of wider stories, such as the 

lazy argument that all politicians are untrustworthy or incompetent, or the partisan argument 

that a change of government would bring in new and more competent politicians with better 

ideas. No-one needs us to write another book on the former (Clark et al, 2018 already did). 

However, the latter remains important even if it is misguided. It forms part of the well-known 

Westminster model story of politics in which a small number of people – and the UK 

Government Prime Minister in particular – are in control. That model remains crucial to one 

understanding of how British politics should work: if UK government ministers are in charge, 

we can hold them to account for policy and its outcomes. If they do badly, they can be replaced 

at the next general election. It does not tell us how British politics actually works. Nor does it 

give us a good understanding of who to hold to account.  

In policy studies, the same argument introduces a way to describe a more useful story of 

policymaking: the British state is too large and unwieldy to be controllable by a small number 

of powerful individuals, and the complexity of policy problems and processes ensures that they 

are beyond anyone’s full understanding. The phrase bounded rationality describes the inability 

of policymakers to pay attention to, or understand, more than a tiny proportion of policy 

problems, while policymaking complexity describes their inability to control the outcomes that 

emerge from the British political system. These limits apply to policymakers regardless of their 

competence, sincerity, or trustworthiness, and we do a disservice to democracy if we ignore 

them in favour of simplistic stories of bad politicians. 

That said, the Westminster story remains important and our alternative account – let’s call it 

the complex government story - has its own problems. Therefore, throughout this book, we 

invite you to bear the following qualifications in mind. 

First, UK government ministers might not be in full control, but they remain very powerful and 

can still do a lot of damage. It would be silly to blame a few government ministers for 

everything that goes wrong with British politics, but their ‘blunders’ are costly and receive 

more public attention than the routine business of government (King and Crewe, 2014).  One 

useful analogy is with people working with their natural environments: the environment 

constrains and facilitates their success when they try to grow crops or trees, but humans are 

much more powerful when it comes to their destruction. 

Second, the Westminster model is more than simply an outdated story. It still underpins British 

political traditions and key functions of the British state (Duggett, 2009). Think of British 

politics and policymaking as a confusing conflation of two very different stories: of the 

concentration and diffusion of policymaking power. Indeed, UK government ministers have to 

juggle these images simultaneously: to project an image of governing competence based on the 

sense that they are in control (how else would they win elections?) and that they share power, 

responsibility, and blame with many other policymakers (Hay, 2009).   

Third, while no small group can control all policy outcomes, it would be wrong to ignore the 

regularity of patterns that emerge from social and political life. Some people win from social 

and political choices, many people lose, and these patterns result from unequal access to 

resources, not the random outcomes of political systems.  



There is no escape from these confusing contradictions, but policy studies can help us 

understand them. ‘Policy studies’ involves the use of concepts, theories, and research  to 

understand policy processes (research of policy). It helps us to distinguish between ‘face value’ 

discussions of UK policymaking (focusing on ministers) and actual policymaking dynamics 

(focusing on many policy actors in complex systems). This understanding is crucial to policy 

analysis - the identification of policy problems and possible solutions (research for policy) - in 

which we use our knowledge of policymaking to examine the feasibility of solutions to major 

policy problems. In doing so, we seek just the right balance between accepting policymaking 

complexity and the limits to policymaker control and believing that well designed policies, 

taken forward by key people and organisations, can improve people’s lives. The cynical stoic 

is no better than the naïve optimist, but the stoical optimist might see some reward.  

Further Resources 
It is impossible to fit a comprehensive study of British politics, policymaking, and policy 

analysis into a single book, and we suspect that no-one would appreciate the results if we tried. 

Instead, we provide two ways to introduce the subject and encourage wider reading and 

research. 

First, we provide an initial way to think about the study of policymaking. We introduce a 

manageable number of concepts in this book, and provide further discussions in a suite of blog 

posts hosted by Cairney. In some cases, we generate new material focusing directly on British 

politics and policymaking, as part of a University module on this topic 

(https://paulcairney.wordpress.com/policymaking-in-the-uk/). In others, we connect this book 

to a much larger set of resources on policy analysis (in 750 word blog posts 

https://paulcairney.wordpress.com/policy-analysis-in-750-words/) and policy concepts and 

theories (in 500 word https://paulcairney.wordpress.com/500-words/ or 1000 word 

https://paulcairney.wordpress.com/1000-words/ posts). 

Second, we provide a manageable number of case studies of policymaking. We asked ourselves 

what issues would be most relevant and interesting to people studying British politics right 

now. As such, many jump out as impossible to ignore because they are part of daily lives, 

including: COVID-19, Brexit, the bleak future for climate change, the impact of ‘austerity’ 

measures, race and racism, and the role of the UK in domestic and international conflict. We 

use these issues as a way to understand contemporary politics and policymaking. We also 

provide two chapters (Chapter 4 and 5) to summarize the historical developments that remain 

central to modern developments. Put simply, they explain why it is now so common to describe 

UK government policy as ‘neoliberal’. 

Combined, these approaches provide a way to understand and investigate politics and 

policymaking. For example, the conceptual discussion examines how to relate these issues to 

policy analysis, to consider what policy change should look like, policy studies, to explain how 

policy change actually happens, and critical policy analysis, to consider who makes policy and 

why, and who wins and loses from their choices. While our introduction notes that the UK state 

is too large and unwieldy to be controlled by a small number of policymakers, there are still 

patterns of profoundly unequal outcomes. As such, we seek a balance between avoiding too-

simple accounts of policy based on the study of UK government ministers, but also avoiding 

the sense that no-one can be held to account for enduring patterns of inequality. Effective policy 
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analysis requires not only a sense of realism about our ability to influence policymaking, but 

also a sense of purpose to ward off fatalistic accounts that protect the status quo. 
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